We obtain a representation theorem for module maps defined on the algebra K(H) of compact operators. This is used to show that the Haagerup tensor product of two operator algebras enjoys strong versions of Tomita's commutant theorem and the slice map property.
(ii) Same conditions as (i) except that 4 need not be normal (Effros and Kishimoto [7] ).
(iii) H is finite dimensional and LXZ = &? = 9, the algebra of diagonal operators in B(H) (Paulsen, Power, and Smith [ 141) . If H is finite dimensional then, of course, all linear maps on B(H) are completely bounded. The object of (iii) was to give a short proof of 11411 = llf#llch for a special case of (i).
The aim of the first part of this paper is to present a theorem which includes the cases cited above, and which has a simpler proof, based on a technique developed by Christensen [2] . The second part focuses on a structure theorem for completely bounded module maps. Haagerup [S] has obtained the representation f)(x) = 1 a;xb:
in the case where d and B are von Neumann algebras, 4 is normal, and the elements a( and h,! lie in the commutants of d and 59'. The extension to non-normal maps was discussed in [7] . In the third section we obtain Haagerup's representation theorem, but with no restrictions on d and B. This more general version is needed for applications to cohomology theory which we outline at the end of the section. In the last part of the paper we investigate the Haagerup tensor product B(H) @,, B(H). The main results are Corollaries 464.8 where we show that this algebra satisfies strong versions of Tomita's cornmutant theorem for von Neumann algebras and the slice map property. These results usually fail in other tensor products, making the Haagerup tensor product special in this regard.
For background material the reader should consult the book by Paulsen [ 131 and the survey paper by Christensen and Sinclair [3] . Taken together they provide a comprehensive overview of the theory of complete boundedness.
AUTOMATIC COMPLETE BOUNDEDNESS
Throughout this section d and 9# will be unital C*-subalgebras of B(H) and 6 will be a norm closed subspace of B(H) which is both a left-d module and a right-g module. We consider module maps 4: & --* B(H) which satisfy qS(aeb) = a#(e)b
for a E d, e E b, h E 9. The main result is the following: We will assume temporarily that a = C a,+ ai and b = C b: bi are invertible elements, and remove this restriction at the end of the proof. and a similar calculation shows that 11q11 < 1. The element & clelidj may be expressed as the matrix product and so has norm at most one since C CT ci = C dTdi = 1. It follows from (2.3) that 11411 > 1 and the desired contradiction is reached. A modification is necessary if either C a*a, or C h*b, fails to be invertible. Replace (eV) E M,(d) by (e,-) 00 E M, + ,(a) and replace the vectors respectively, for some sufficiently small E > 0. The new vectors will still have norms less than one, and the proof proceeds exactly as above. Remark 
THE STRUCTURE OF MODULE MAPS
We begin this section by considering the structure of left-d right-9 completely bounded module maps 4: K(H) + B(H) where & and GB are arbitrary norm closed unital subalgebras of B(H). For notational simplicity we will restrict to separable Hilbert spaces although the results remain true in general with arbitrary index sets replacing the integers. We will have many occasions to consider infinite sums of the form C siktj, and we remark that for any fixed k E K(H) the convergence is always in the strong operator topology. When referring to closed subspaces or the closures of subspaces we will always mean in the norm topology. The theorem to be proved is the following: In the case where d and 98 are von Neumann algebras this result was established by Haagerup in [S] . There the theorem was formulated in terms of normal maps on B(H), which is equivalent to our situation. The von Neumann algebra case was further refined in [6, 73 but these proofs do not appear to generalize, and we need the full result for the applications we have in mind.
If H is a Hilbert space then H", 1 <n < co, will denote the n-fold direct sum of copies of H, while if x E B(H) then xn will denote the n-fold direct sum of copies of x, acting as an operator on H". We will have no occasion to consider powers of an operator and so no confusion should arise. An operator t E B(H, H") may be viewed as a column matrix of operators t,E B(H) where xi t,Ttjc B(H), and if 1= {J-i, &, . ..} ~1~ then h. t will mean the operator C, J., t, E B(H), where the sum converges in the norm topology. In the same way an operator SE B(H", H) may be viewed as a row matrix of operators si E B(H) where xi ~~$7 E B(H). It will be convenient to make the following definition. DEFINITION 
Let W be a norm closed subspace of B(H). A set of operators { ti}, t,E B(H), C, tf tie B(H)
, is said to be strongly independent over W if I = 0 whenever I E 1, and 3, . t E W. If W is the zero subspace then we will say simply that the set { ti} is strongly independent. for all b E g. Thus xi (sic,, t4) tj E # (letting t2 and 43 vary over H), and so (sit1 , t4) = 0 by the strong independence of {t;} over &9'. The two vectors 4, and t4 were arbitrary and so s=O. Since ji = a, .y it is clear from the construction that jX1+ 2 = 0 and jj3,+ r E 99' for i> 1. We claim that { jj,i} is strongly independent over &?' and that (j3ip, } is strongly independent. The methods are the same in both cases and so we look only at the first. Suppose that C, JAij2 < co and xi E,jj3i~%?'. Then (xi Aiusi) .~EB' and so xi ~,u,,E L, 0 L,, forcing ii = 0 since { u3;} is a basis for L,.
Now 4 is a right-9 module map, and so
It follows that since j3iP2 = 0 and jXi-i EB'. We have already shown that { j,i} is strongly independent over a' and so Lemma 3.3 allows us to conclude that ZX, = 0. Thus 4(k) = 1, ZXim, kjXi-, , which has the form (b(k) = sk"t, (3.5) where the components of t lie in g' and are strongly independent. We now wish to show that the components of s lie in &". We claim that the span of vectors of the form k"tt, kEK(H), (E H, is dense in H". If not, there exists a non-zero vector (<,) E H" such that C <kti5,4,> ~0,
Without loss of generality suppose that 5, # 0, and let k = ll 0 9 where q E H is arbitrary. Then (3.6) becomes
and so
Since ((5,,ti)) is a non-zero element of l,, we have contradicted the strong independence of { ti}.
The left-&' module property of 4 may be expressed as
and so, from above, the operator as -SF annihilates H". It follows from this that si E ~2'. Since s and t are submatrices of XU* and uy, respectively, it is clear that ilsll (1 tll = Il&lcb and the proof is complete. is a derivation. It very often happens that such maps are automatically normal and completely bounded using Theorem 2.1, and so the first cohomology group may be determined using Theorem 3.1. where v = C1=, e; Of,. When v has norm less than one there is a representation v = Cy= r Pi@yz where /Ix e",e",*ji < 1 and III: j';*yill < 1, by defintion. Writing e" and 7 for the row and column matrices (cl, . . . . e",) and we may represent 4, as the map k -+ Zk"?, from which it is clear that 11~,11 cb < 1. Thus v + 0, is a contractive map on d 0 9' and so has a unique extension to a contractive map of &Bh F into CB(K(H)). If e and f are respectively row and column matrices with components e, and f, then maps in CB(K(H)) will be written ek"f or 2 eikfi as convenient. As in Section 3 we will assume that H is separable for notational simplicity, although the theorems are valid in general.
All results in this section depend on the following: The fourth part is clear since ur and u2 are unitaries. We will only consider the case of column matrices. Once this is established we may apply it to s* E B(H, H") and the subspace ?V* to obtain the result for row matrices. The following theorem allows us to study the Haagerup tensor product in terms of completely bounded maps. We have been unable to provide a reference which includes a proof, although the result is mentioned in [ll] . (We thank Professor Vern Paulsen for drawing our attention to Mathieu's work on elementary operators and their generalizations.) Christensen and Sinclair [3] point out that the case of a finite dimensional Hilbert space may be deduced from a result in [9] . A closely related characterization of the Haagerup norm was given in [ 151, and Blecher [ 1 ] has also obtained an isometric representation of d Oh SY, but on a different Hilbert space. None of these seem to imply the general case and, since it is an easy consequence of our previous work, we include a proof. is an isome try.
Proof:
We remarked in the introduction to this section that l14,11cb6 llullh and so we need only establish the reverse inequality. Let U=Cysl e,@f, E B(H) 0 B(H) and suppose that \ld,l1 ch = 1. Then, as in the third section, there exist s E B(H", H), t E B(H, H"), both of unit norm, such that From this it is clear that u=x;=, SiOii and that liullhd IlSll l[ilj d 1. We will also require a result which may be viewed as an asymptotic version of Corollary 4.2. We identify H" 0 H" and H", and regard H" as a subspace of H". Since E > 0 was arbitrary, u E 6' Oh 9, and we have proved that (iii) * (i).
We are now able to prove the main results of this section which we state as corollaries of Theorem 4.5. We remark that they are all false for other tensor product norms, which highlights the special nature of the Haagerup tensor product. 
